Advances in distributed computing with modern drug discovery.
Computational chemistry dramatically accelerates the drug discovery process and high-performance computing (HPC) can be used to speed up the most expensive calculations. Supporting a local HPC infrastructure is both costly and time-consuming, and, therefore, many research groups are moving from in-house solutions to remote-distributed computing platforms. Areas covered: The authors focus on the use of distributed technologies, solutions, and infrastructures to gain access to HPC capabilities, software tools, and datasets to run the complex simulations required in computational drug discovery (CDD). Expert opinion: The use of computational tools can decrease the time to market of new drugs. HPC has a crucial role in handling the complex algorithms and large volumes of data required to achieve specificity and avoid undesirable side-effects. Distributed computing environments have clear advantages over in-house solutions in terms of cost and sustainability. The use of infrastructures relying on virtualization reduces set-up costs. Distributed computing resources can be difficult to access, although web-based solutions are becoming increasingly available. There is a trade-off between cost-effectiveness and accessibility in using on-demand computing resources rather than free/academic resources. Graphics processing unit computing, with its outstanding parallel computing power, is becoming increasingly important.